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Abstract
Domain Name System (DNS) queries map domains that

arereadablebyhumans into theircorrespondingIPaddresses.
As away ofmitigating the privacy risks associatedwithDNS
queries, protocols such as DNS over HTTPS (DoH) and DNS
over TLS (DoT) have been adopted by many major browsers
and operating systems. In this paper we present the results
of a small-scale online surveywith the goal of probing users’
sentiments on Private DNS in Android 9 Pie as well as DoH
in Firefox. Asmany users decide to stickwith the default set-
ting, it becomes paramount developers choose defaults that
benefit users. While many users choose to stick with the
default setting, even given additional information, there are
users who would change their DNS settings when given in-
formation on what the specific settings actually do. We also
see that users believeDNS settings accomplish one thing, but
actually the settings do something else. Finally, the survey
uncovered interesting trends inusers’knowledgeofandtrust
in DNS service providers.

1 Introduction
Domain Name System (DNS) queries play an important,

but mostly invisible role in users’ online interactions. These
queries map human readable domains to IP addresses. DNS
queries can be triggered in several different ways that may
not be obvious to the user. Traditionally these queries are
sent unencrypted over UDP, however protocols that encrypt
DNS traffic such as DNS over HTTPS (DoH) and DNS over
TLS (DoT) have been proposed. Specific implementations of
DoHandDoTcanresult in significantlydifferentprivacycon-
cerns that may not be apparent to users. It appears that the
designand implementationof thesenew“safer” featuresmay
not always consider user preferences and needs.

Once these settings are enabled, often by default or by
onetime opt in, the menus to modify the settings are gener-
ally hidden deep within the settings pages and don’t provide
users enough information tomake an informed choice about

them. Thecomplicatednatureof these settingsalsomakesde-
signing interfaces to clearly present them to users very diffi-
cult [21, 23, 35]. Thewaysettingsareexplainedanddisplayed
to users can have a major impact on how users decide what
setting to select and further influence their understanding of
what the different settings options actually do. The lack of in-
formationgivenat thepoint of choice, for encryptedDNSset-
tings, is also notable and investigation into how users make
a decision is needed.

In this paper we present the findings of a small scale user
study where we begin to explore how users interact with,
understand and select encrypted DNS settings, particularly
as they relate to the encrypted DNS settings in the Firefox
web browser and the Android 9 Pie mobile operating system.
With this in mind, we studied these questions and found the
following trends:

• Do users understand what these DNS setting op-
tionsdo? Wefindthatusershavemisconceptionsabout
the different settings options, often believing the de-
faults are necessary for systems to work properly.

• Whydouserschoosethesettingsthattheydo? Find-
ings suggest thatuserswillmost often leave thedefault
settings in place when they lack information beyond
what the settings pages provide.

• DoesbeingprovidedwithmoreinformationonDNS
settingschangethesettingsoptionthatuserschoose?
Thestudyshowsthat informationmaycausesomeusers
to change settings while others choose to remain with
their original choice.

• Do people know about the different DNS resolvers
and do they trust them? Users studied here had lim-
ited knowledge aboutDNS resolvers available to them.
Trust in the familiar DNS resolvers varied among par-
ticipants as well.



2 Background
When the DNS system was being designed, the public

nature of the DNS information itself led to design decisions
that have privacy implications to this day. Given that DNS
queries contain the user’s IP address and the name of the
site that their endpoint is communicating with (e.g., which
website they are visiting), an operator of a DNS resolver and
any entity who observes the traffic between the client and
resolver can use this information to track users across the
websites that they visit [7, 12, 25]. Previous research has
also shown that an adversary can infer what IoT devices are
presentandsomeactions thatare takingplacewithinahome[2,
3, 22].

Another concern that canarise ishaving the IPaddress re-
turned to the user spoofed, resulting in the user receiving the
wrong IP address for a site. This provides an avenue formore
active attacks that involve redirecting users’ traffic with in-
correct DNS responses, which can block access to the actual
site, as is the case with censorship or can redirect users to a
scam version of the site [7, 27].

2.1 Current Extensions and Improvements
DoT and DoH send DNS queries using encrypted proto-

cols, preventing passive eavesdroppers from observing DNS
queries. While DoT and DoH both encrypt DNS requests,
there are some subtle differences in their implementation.
DoT sends queries over a TLS connection using port 853 [15].
DoH works similarly, except that it uses HTTPS rather than
TLSfor the transportationprotocol, usingport443[13]. Since
DoT has a dedicated port, it makes DoT easier to detect and
moreuseful fornetworkmonitoring. Conversely,DoHblends
in with the other HTTPS traffic which may have benefits for
preventingDNSbased censorship [26]. Although thequeries
are encrypted, these protocols are still susceptible to various
attacks [14, 16, 17, 32, 33]. While DoH andDoT provide secu-
rity for the queries while they are in transit, these protocols
do not prevent the DNS resolvers from learning about users’
queries. Oblivious DNS (ODNS) and Oblivious DNS over
HTTPS (ODoH) mitigate the issue of exposing information
to resolvers by hiding the query from the recursive resolver
and the original IP address from Oblivious DNS server [30,
34].

While protocols such asDoHandDoTprovidemanyben-
efits to users, they can also prevent some existing systems
from functioning as intended or otherwise make network
management difficult. DNS traffic is often used to enable
parental filtering, safe search, or malware detection. With-
out access to the queries these methods might not work [8,
9, 24]. In some places, like in the UK, where ISPs are also

Figure 1: DNS over HTTPS popup in Firefox Nightly

required to block access to certain illegal content, implemen-
tation of encrypted DNS could prevent ISPs from complying
with these laws [28]. Use of these protocols under certain
conditions can result in the queries being sent to a smaller
number of resolverswhich thenmay have a greater ability to
track users [6].

In contrast to DoT and DoH, which are concerned with
confidentiality of queries and responses, DNSSEC assures
the authenticity and integrity of the DNS responses [4, 11].
Toaccomplish this,DNSSECusesdigital signaturesandasym-
metric cryptography. DNSSEC does not attempt to prevent
an adversary from viewing the contents of query, as such, it
is designed to solve an entirely different problem than DoH
orDoT attempt to solve and both can be used simultaneously.

2.2 Implementations
Many browsers and mobile operating systems now pro-

vide support forDoHorDoT. In thispaperweprimarily study
PrivateDNSandDoHinFirefox; additionally,Brave,Chrome,
Edge, iOS, macOS, and Windows have all added support for
encrypted DNS [1, 5, 10, 18, 37].

Although Firefox has supported DoH since version 62,
the option had been turned off by default until early 2020
[8]. Users were notified of this change to the default settings
with a one-time pop-up notification, shown in Figure1, al-
lowing them to disable DoH. Users can also disable DoH in
their settings menu or opt out ahead of time by setting the
“network.trr.mode” to 5 in the Firefox settings page [29]. Be-
cause centralizing all of a user’s DNS queries can create ad-
ditional privacy risks, Mozilla devised policy requirements
for their DoHPartners. Thepolicies include rules on the data
that can be collected or retained, rules about transparency
and blocking, as well as technical requirements for opera-
tion. Currently the only three resolvers that have contrac-
tually agreed to these policies are Cloudflare, NextDNS, and
Comcast, with Cloudflare being the default [36].



InAndroid9Pie,Googleadded insupport forDoTthrough
a “Private DNS” option. With Private DNS enabled (the de-
fault setting), if the DNS server you are trying to contact sup-
ports it, Android will use DoT. If the DNS server does not
support DoT, the OSwill fall back to not encrypting the DNS
queries [20]. Private DNS also offers the option of inputting
a Private DNS provider hostname. If this setting is selected,
all queries are sent to the specified server. If the server can’t
be reached then the network is marked as “No Internet ac-
cess.” Private DNS secures all DNS queries even ones from
apps [19].

3 Method
To explore participants’ understanding and opinions of

these encrypted DNS implementations, we created a short
online survey. The survey had four sections. The first two
sections focusedonAndroidPrivateDNSandDoH inFirefox.
The order that they were shown to the participants was ran-
domized. Following those sections, participants were asked
about their knowledgeof and trust indifferentDNSresolvers.
The survey concluded with basic demographic questions.

3.1 Survey Design
In thesectiononDoHinFirefox, participantswereshown

the popup (Figure 1) that is displayed to users, after the up-
date that enabled this feature. They were asked which of the
two options from the popup they would select and whether
they had seen the popup before taking the survey. To con-
clude this section, participants were shown screen shots of
the Firefox settings menus and were asked questions about
how likely they would be to modify the setting or be able to
find this setting on their own.

If participants had a phone that supported Private DNS,
theywere asked to navigate to the PrivateDNS settings page.
If theywere able to get to the Private DNS settings page they
were asked about their current settings. Users that were not
able to navigate to the Private DNS settings page or had a
phone that did not support Private DNS were shown images
of the Private DNS settings page (Figure 2). All participants
were then asked what Private DNS they would choose with-
out any additional information about Private DNS.

After a brief description of DNS was given and a ques-
tion to confirm that participants had understood the descrip-
tion, participants were asked what aspects of their DNS traf-
fic theywould expect to be protected byPrivateDNS. Follow-
ing an explanation of Private DNS, participants were asked
multiple-choice and open-ended questions regarding their
opinions of this setting. Participants were then presented
the original settings options for Private DNS and askedwhat

Figure 2: Private DNS settings page

option theywould choose givenwhat theyhad learned about
DNS. Finally, participantswere asked about their knowledge
of and trust in various DNS providers.

3.2 Recruitment
In this survey, we recruited 15 participants via Prolific.

To be eligible to take the survey participants needed to have
completed 100 prior surveys with a 95% approval rating, be
at least 18 years old, and live in the United States. The sur-
vey itself was designed to take approximately 15 minutes to
minimize fatigue and participants were paid $3. 00 within
72 hours of completing the survey. Due to the formatting of
our survey, we also required that the study not be taken on a
mobile device.

3.3 Ethics
Before taking the survey, participants provided their con-

sent toparticipatevia a form,which informed themabout the
structure of the survey and their rights as a participant. Our
studywas approved by our institution’s IRB. In the course of
the survey we did not collect any personally identifiable in-
formation beyond standard demographics. Participants po-
tentially garnered some benefit from this survey by having
the opportunity to learn more about the potential risks and
benefits of Private DNS and DoH in Firefox, whichmight en-
able them to make more informed DNS settings choices in
the future.



Figure 3: Newer DNS over HTTPS popup in Firefox Nightly [31]

4 Results
For the free responsequestions,weperformedqualitative

coding to identify themes that appeared in in users’ answers.
Due to ourmodest sample size, the percentages of responses
for each thememay not generalize to amore general popula-
tion.

4.1 Demographics
The participants in our pilot study tended to be young,

educated, female, and lacking a technical background. These
demographics are consistent with the demographics of Pro-
lific participants as a whole. Of course, this participant de-
mographic is not representative of the demographics of the
entire United States (or any general population sample), our
goal for this preliminary study was not to gather statistics
that reflected a population sample but rather to gather evi-
dence that could support a larger future study. In this regard,
we believe that this preliminary work can still provide valu-
able insights into regular Internet users.

4.2 Firefox DNS over HTTPS
None of the participants remembered seeing the Firefox

Nightly popup prior to the survey. This result is expected,
as only a few participants reported that Firefoxwas their pri-
mary browser. When shown the DoH pop up from Firefox
Nightly, most participants said that they would select the
“Okay, Got it” option. If they were in their browser, this
would result in all of their DNS queries being sent through
Cloudflare. The ramifications of this choice may not have
been clear to users at the point of choice. Furthermore, in
newer iterations of the popup, shown in figure 3, the default
resolver is not specified revealing even less information to
the user at the point of choice.

Figure4: User responses to questions about Firefox’sDNSoverHTTPS
settings

When shown the settings page in Firefoxwhere the DoH
settings were located, most participants reported that they
probablywouldn’t have found the settingspageand that they
wouldn’tmodify their settings even if they did. Thismakes it
evenmore important tomake the consequences of the initial
choice more apparent.

4.3 Private DNS
Abouthalf of theparticipants hadaphone that supported

Private DNS. Of those seven participants, all but one were
able to navigate to the Private DNS Settings page on their
phone. Four of the participants had the setting in the de-
fault “Automatic” setting and the other two had Private DNS
turned off. Most participants reported that they did not re-
member ever visiting this settings page prior to the survey.
Of the three participants that did remember visiting the page,
two did remember changing their settings. Further research
could look into why users who changed their settings in the
past made that particular decision.

When the participants were asked to choose a Private
DNS setting without being given any extra information be-
yondwhat the settings page told them,most chose to leave it
on the default option of “Automatic”, while only a few chose
to change it to the “Off” setting. Figure 5 shows the percent-
ages of participants that chose each option.

Participants gave a variety of reasons for sticking with
the default “Automatic” option. The most common reason
was that users gave was that they didn’t know what the set-
ting was. Other reasons that people gave were that they
thought their phone might not work if they changed the set-
ting and that they stuck with “Automatic” specifically be-
cause it was the default option. One participant in particu-
lar stated that he trusted Google, and since they had decided
that automatic should be the default, it was the best option
for them. Reasons for not selecting the “Off” option included
that users didn’t think it was worth it or thought it might



Figure 5: Users’ choice of Private DNS settingwithout any additional
explanation of DNS or Private DNS

be necessary for their phone to function properly. Unsur-
prisingly, the reasons people gave for not selecting the “Pri-
vateDNSproviderhostname”optionwasbecause theydidn’t
knowwhat to enter as the DNS provider hostname.

Whenaskedwhatparticipantswouldhavewantedtoknow
while making a setting choice, many were interested in hav-
ing more information on what the different options do and
the ramifications of selecting each option. One participant
was also interested in knowing what the most commonly se-
lected option was.

While some participantswere able to describewhat DNS
does prior to our explanation, far fewer had any concept of
what Private DNS would do. Most, participants gave vague
guesses about enhancements to security and privacy. How-
ever, somehadmorespecific incorrectmentalmodelsofwhat
the Private DNSwould do, ranging from it speeding up inter-
net access to keeping their phone “encrypted and safe”. Af-
ter having the Private DNS setting explained to them most
participants were at least somewhat satisfied with what the
setting currently does.

After having DNS and Private DNS explained there were
several participants that said they would choose a different
PrivateDNSsettingoption than theydidwhen theywerepre-
sented with the same options earlier in the survey. At this
second point of choice, the same number of people chose the
“Off”option, but fewerpeople chose “Automatic”, insteadopt-
ing for “Private DNS Provider hostname. ” That being said,

Figure 6: Users’ choice of Private DNS setting after an additional ex-
planation of DNS and Private DNS

a couple people that did choose the “Private DNS Provider
hostname”optionstill didnotknowwhat theywould inputas
their hostname. A possible way to mitigate this issue would
be to adopt a interface more similar to what is offered in
Firefox, providing a drop down menu with the option of in-
putting a host name of their own choice. Figure 6 shows the
breakdown of responses. Between the initial choice of Pri-
vateDNS setting and the choice after participantswere given
additional information about Private DNS, both participants
that had originally chosen “Off” setting switched to “Private
DNS Provider hostname. ” One person who had originally
chosen “Automatic” also switched to “Private DNS Provider
hostname,” and two switched to “Off. ”

Themajorityofpeople thought that aPrivateDNSsetting
should beonphones so that users couldhave the opportunity
tomodify the setting if theywanted to. Most people thought
that the default setting should still be “Automatic. ” The rea-
soning for this was that it would provide some benefits to
users whomightmisconfigure the setting on their own. One
of the reasons a participant gave for saying that “Off” should
be the default was by selecting the “Automatic” setting peo-
ple would not knowwhere their DNS traffic is being sent.

4.4 Trust in DNS Providers
WhenaskedaboutvariousDNSproviders, unsurprisingly

most participants hadn’t heard of many of themwith the ex-
ception of Google and their ISP. This trend becomes particu-
larly important when you look at how few participants had
heard of Cloudflare, where all of their DNS traffic would be



Figure 7: If participants had heard of different DNS providers

Figure 8: If participants reported trusting different DNS providers

directed if they used FirefoxwithDoH enabled. Based on fig-
ures7and8, it appears that there is someconnectionbetween
knowledge of the DNS provider and their trust in that DNS
provider. When users hadn’t heard of a DNS provider, they
were more likely to have no opinion on or slightly distrust
that DNS provider.

4.5 Limitations
Themethod and population sampled have several limita-

tions. As mentioned earlier, our sample is representative of
typical Prolific respondents and is skewed slightly younger,
more female, andmore educated than the general population
of the United States. Since we used a convenience sample
from Prolific our results are less generalizable to the general
public although we still believe that the study provides use-
ful insights for future research. Further, not all of the users
who took part in our study were regular users of Firefox or

devices that supported Private DNS. As such, the settings
menus were shown to those users in the survey rather than
in the context of their actual browser or mobile device. In
this study only Private DNS andDoH in Firefoxwere investi-
gated. Since this survey was distributed, other browsers and
operating systems have added support for encrypted DNS
protocols, which merits further investigation. As we have
such a small sample size, these results should not be thought
of as representative of the general public, but as a starting
point to encourage future research into the subject.

5 Future Directions
Evenwith a small sample size, there are some interesting

takeaways from our pilot study. What we found suggests a
need for further investigation into encrypted DNS settings.
Based on the responses that participants gave, it is apparent
that users do not understand the implications of the differ-
ent setting options that are currently provided. While many
users remain okaywith the default settings even after a thor-
ough explanation of what Private DNS does, there are users
who, when given more information, do want to choose a dif-
ferent setting. This suggests that there is a lot of room for
improvement in how these settings are presented to users.

Since this pilot studywas conducted, additional browsers
andoperatingsystemshaveaddedsupport forencryptedDNS.
Incorporating these new platforms into the survey would al-
low for interesting comparisons between users’ preferences
and perceptions of the implementation choices. This could
also allow more participants to interact with their own set-
tings through the course of the survey. This would be partic-
ularly helpful asmany of our participants did not use Firefox
as their primary browsers or Android as their main mobile
operating system. Creating anonymized versions of the dif-
ferent interfaces could be interesting since it would allow for
a more objective analysis of the settings and interfaces that
are separated from participants’ opinions on the companies
themselves.

Another possible direction for future research could look
into specifically how users expect these settings to behave,
what protection they expect the settings to offer, and their
general satisfaction with the protection that the current im-
plementations provide to them.

Additionally, futureresearchcouldalso focusonhowthese
options could bepresented tousers in away thatwould allow
them to make a settings choice that corresponds with their
privacy concerns. Using a much larger sample size would
allow for more generalizable results and in-depth statistical
analysis.



In conclusion, we found that while many people stick
with the default encrypted DNS setting options, there are
users who modify their choice of DNS setting when given
when they have the options explained to them. There are
alsomanymisunderstandingsandmisconceptions regarding
the different choices that are provided to users. We believe
that this suggests that further research should find ways to
empower users to make informed encrypted DNS settings
choices.
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